Insights into the Structure of Sulfolobus Nucleoid Using Engineered Sac7d Dimers with a Defined Orientation.
The structure of Archaeal chromatin or nucleoid is believed to have characteristics similar to that found in both eukaryotes and bacteria. Recent comparative studies have suggested that DNA compaction in Archaea requires a bridging protein (e.g., Alba) along with either a wrapping protein (e.g., a histone) or a bending protein such as Sac7d. While X-ray crystal structures demonstrate that Sac7d binds as a monomer to create a significant kink in duplex DNA, the structure of a multiprotein-DNA complex has not been established. Using cross-linked dimers of Sac7d with a defined orientation, we present evidence that indicates that Sac7d is able to largely coat duplex DNA in vivo by binding in alternating head-to-head and tail-to-tail orientations. Although each Sac7d monomer promotes a significant kink of nearly 70°, coated DNA is expected to be largely extended because of compensation of repetitive kinks with helical symmetry.